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EDITORIAL
B Y  E .  S C O T T  M A R T I N

E. SCOTT MARTIN is the senior national director of Chi Alpha Campus Ministries, U.S.A. He previously served as the Student Mission 
Director for 18 years. He has served with Chi Alpha since May 1986, where he pioneered Chi Alpha on The University of Arizona. He 
and his family along with two great teams of “give a year” Chi Alpha volunteers also pioneered Chi Alpha in Central Eurasia.
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Extending His Kingdom,

E. Scott Martin, National Senior Director

Cultures are intriguing. I have had the privilege of living in 
a foreign culture where I was an ethnic minority as well as 
being an adherent of a minority religion. Experiencing 
diverse cultures not only stimulates the intellect, but also 
stirs the emotions. The progenitor that elicits the 
stimulation and the stirring is difference. Difference leads 
us to realms of unfamiliarity and out of our comfort zones. 
And unfamiliarity has often led to discrimination of 
cultures and people groups.

As new generations are added into a culture new patterns 
of thinking, processing and implementations become a 
reality. This can result in cultural and generational 
tensions. Go back seventy years in the USA and you 
couldn’t find a gas station or a grocery store open on a 
Sunday. Go back seventy years in the church in the USA 
and make up along with pierced ears were taboo and to 
some it was considered straight out sin! In the 1980s if you 
were male you wore a suit to church and minimally a tie. 
Sunday morning church culture has dramatically shifted in 
dress, music, announcements, and length of service. And 
some are very uncomfortable with this change. Cultural 
shifts stir the emotions.

A new generation, Generation Z, is entering the university 
today, and with it cultural shifts are inevitable. This initial 
wave of Gen Z will bear similarities to the Millennial 
Generation. They are digital natives with online identities 
who love making giving public and enjoy art, especially art 
that is permanent ink on their bodies. They desire to fit in 
and to feel unique. This generation bears a strong 
entitlement mentality, is easily offended, and as a whole 
does not have strong directional drive. Wow! Can you see 
how the Baby Boomers will be driven mad?

But this Generation Z will change the world we live in. The 
freshman class of 2018 will assume positions of innovation 
and leadership. Chi Alpha is on the forefront of ministry to 
this generation and I believe this generation of university 
students will be pivotal to ushering in the greatest student 
awakening in history. We may feel uncomfortable with 
some of the attributes of Generation Z, but the Holy Spirit 
is apprehending this moment with this generation to fulfill 
God’s purposes.

Would you strategically partner with Chi Alpha as we 
work on the front line, the secular university, to 
reconcile this next global generation to Christ?
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IMPACTING GENERATIONS
BY DENNIS GAYLOR
Chi Alpha has impacted each generation of students by 
being the community of Christ on campus. This is done 
through forming and building relationships, 
communicating accurate biblical teaching, and deeply 
integrating discipleship. Our desire is to reconcile 
students to Christ, transforming the university, the 
marketplace and the world. How we have done this has 
adapted through the decades as culture changes.
 

In the 1950s, students were mostly concerned about their 
own lives, social events, and classroom performance. 
They were neither politically or socially active. Chi Alpha 
began in 1953 with most groups student-led and small. 
Society was in a period of calm and social normality. There 
was a moral consensus, and institutions like home, church, 
government, and business were stable. Chi Alpha existed 
to enhance the spiritual life of our students in the secular 
campus environment. Chi Alpha was a witness to the 
world by forming a Christian group on campus.
 

In the 1960s, society turned upside down. Every moral 
value that undergirded the social consensus like the 
home, church, and government were called into question, 
and authority lost credibility. Anti-establishment led to 
protests, boycotts, and bombings. The failure of the youth 
revolt led to disillusionment.

Chi Alpha stepped up its game, recognizing the campus 
as an evangelistic beachhead. The campus was filled with 
radicals being confrontive with their philosophies. Chi 
Alpha responded by proclaiming the gospel in open air 
using confrontive evangelism. Making a decision to follow 
Christ was the modus operandi. Crusades and concerts 
were methods used to evangelize.
 

In the 1970s, Chi Alpha embraced the Jesus Movement 
and the Charismatic Renewal. Their new music and songs 
were a major departure from typical church music, which 
primarily included organ and piano, to a vibrant worship 
style with guitar, much adoration of God, and the move of 
the Holy Spirit. These new expressions of worship 
attracted students to Chi Alpha.
 
The teaching on the gifts of the Holy Spirit and the 
priesthood of believers called for every member to 
participate. This lent itself to relational small groups and 
discipleship. Chi Alpha’s culture first impacted the 
generation in worship and fellowship. Learning to love 
God and one another transformed students’ lives. 
Evangelism (witness) shifted to a process and relational 
style—belong before they believe. This practice provided 
a context for this generation to come to faith and to help 
new believers grow in discipling relationships.

The “San Antonio 7” created Chi Alpha’s
four-fold philosophy in 1977.

The first Institute of Campus Ministry (ICM) began in 1976... ...ICM is now known as Reach the U

Institute, or RUI for short.
Dr. J. Calvin Holsinger III founderof Chi Alpha in 1953.

Missouri State University is home to the

first-ever Chi Alpha group... ...This photo is from the university’s
1957-1958 Ozarko Yearbook.

A University of California Berkeley

Chi Alpha Bible Study in 1967.



DENNIS GAYLOR is the former National Director of Chi Alpha Campus Ministries, U.S.A. He served Chi 
Alpha for over 30 years.
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A group of students at California StateUniversity Chico in the 1990s...
...Stefanie Chappell (top center) is

now the National Field Director.
The “Colorado 7” created Chi Alpha’s

new vision statement in 1993.

An XA student leader at San Diego StateUniversity in 1983.
University of the Pacific XA leadership

led by Donnie Moore (in blue).

Photo from the All Nations InternationalStudent Conference in 2010.
At TWMS3, students commit to give a

year and pray about a lifetime. Today there are 320 groups with an
estimated 30,000 students involved.

Aspiring missionaries take notes atRUI 2006 during a class.

In the 1980s, Chi Alpha had a dynamic presence on 
campus, which influenced growth in their groups. The 
demonstration of what it means to be the people of God 
remained strong and continued to influence this generation.
 

In the 1990s, Chi Alpha added prayer to the now five-fold 
philosophy of worship, fellowship, discipleship, and 
mission. Chi Alpha recognized the power of prayer in 
discerning and meeting the needs of students. Chi Alpha 
groups stepped up their involvement in a weekly national 
wave of prayer and saw powerful results. Intercession 
challenged us to rethink the Great Commission.
 

In the 2000s, Chi Alpha widened its impact by embracing 
missions, mobilizing students for stateside and global 
cross-cultural missions like never before. The mission 

emphasis accelerated throughout the coming decades. 
The World Missions Summits 1 and 2 spoke to a 
generation to abandon their lives for Christ. This brought 
them to life-changing decisions to go, give, and pray.

In the 2010s, Chi Alpha’s outreach enlarged to included 
compassion ministries such as feedONE. Students 
responded to needs through awareness, service, and 
raising money. The culture of Chi Alpha challenged 
students to make a difference in their world.

Chi Alpha is more visible and effective as a Christian 
community on the campus than isolated individuals. It is more 
than a student organization or club; the approach is more 
ecclesiastical in purpose. Chi Alpha is an organism, the body 
of Christ on campus.  The formation of a group committed to 
these ideals represents who we are and how we can impact 
the different generations amidst cultural changes.
 
Chi Alpha impacts every collegiate generation whether it’s 
the Boomers, Xers, Millennials, or the newest generation, 
Gen Z, through establishing a viable community presence 
on campus.

The Gen Z generation will have its own challenges and 
obstacles to overcome. However, with God’s help and the 
five-fold philosophy He has given Chi Alpha, the best days 
for the Kingdom are yet to come! This generation will usher 
in the Greatest Student Awakening in history!
 
Chi Alpha believes so strongly in establishing community 
on campus as the way to impact the changing generations. 
Authentic Christian community creates a consistent and 
enduring environment. This encourages students to be 
motivated and fully equipped to impact generation after 
generation, so they can go and reconcile students to Christ.



ALL NATIONS 2018
BY SEVERIN LWALI

On May 25-27, more than 300 gathered for the celebra-
tion of the 25th year of the All Nations International 
Student Conference! The speakers were all former inter-
national students who provided powerful examples for 
current students. 

Typical to All Nations, students got saved, water 
baptized, and filled with the Holy Spirit--including a 
Muslim-background student on the final night! The 

plenary sessions saw an overwhelming response to the 
altar call for taking spiritual leadership as disciple-makers, 
and the workshops prepared international students to 
re-enter their home nations as believers. 

From international student testimonies, to prayer for the 
nations, All Nations was an unforgettable weekend 
packed with powerful, life-changing moments!
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HARVEY HERMAN serves Chi Alpha Campus Ministries, U.S.A. as the Program Director. Overseeing 
the Training, Personnel, Field, and Cross-Cultural Missions Teams.

SEVERIN LWALI serves Chi Alpha Campus Ministries, U.S.A. as the XA Internationals Director. He is the 
ambassador for international student ministry to Chi Alpha staff, students and the church at large

RUI 2018
BY HARVEY HERMAN

Chi Alpha’s Reach the U Institute is our world-class new 
staff training conference in university ministry and orien-
tation for our ten-month CMIT intership program.  This 
year’s conference was held June 4-10, 2018 and had 234 
in attendance. Ninety-five percent of the RUI class of 2018 
said they would highly recommend it to a good friend.

RUI 2018 TESTIMONIES:
RUI was an amazing experience. God did a lot in my 
heart and I also walked away with practical leadership 
skills. The parties were a blast. It was awesome getting 
to meet new people! Thanks for everything!

This was an amazing experience for my husband and I to 
do together. We feel prepared going into our CMIT- 
Thank you! We also really enjoyed all of the relationships 
we formed this last week!



GET INVOLVED!Connect. Pray . Give.
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Connect:

Pray: Give:

LOCALLY: Follow your campus on social media.
Volunteer at a local Chi Alpha campus.

Ask how you can help: ChiAlpha.com/Locator
Send your incoming freshman a free booklet on

Going to College. ChiAlpha.com/connect

NATIONALLY: Invite Chi Alpha friends, family,
alumni, and affiliates to join the National Chi Alpha

Alumni Association: ChiAlphaAlumni.com

Pray that our missionaries feel
refreshed and renewed from the
summer and their time at CMC.
Pray they are able to impact the 
upcoming freshmen class, their 

campus, their marketplace,
 and their world for Christ.

LOCALLY: Support your local Chi Alpha campus
as they begin their Welcome Week with financial

gifts or donations.
Contact the local campus pastor for

more information: ChiAlpha.com/Locator

NATIONALLY: Join the National Chi Alpha monthly
support team. Together we can reach this new 

Paradigm with the Gospel of Christ!
ChiAlpha.com/Give

@chialphausa@chialphausa@chialphausa@chialphausa@chialphausa@chialphausa
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CONNECT, PRAY & GIVE
This is a place for you

to f ind new ways to

Connect, Pray and Give

to Chi Alpha!

NEW ChiAlphaAlumni.com WEBSITE!
Check out the brand new Alumni website. Created by Alumni,  for Alumni!

to f ind new ways to

Connect, Pray and Give

to Chi Alpha!
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